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When people finally realized the real efficiency of email marketing, they would like to use it as the
main marketing strategy. But email marketing is not that simple, people can not just use a computer
to write emails and send to audiences. Doing email marketing without a target is totally useless. You
should have a goal and target customers. At the same time, sending large numbers of emails is a
hard job for marketers especially for those with larger business. So at this time, a email marketing
software is required for marketers. A software can be the best partner for email marketers.

Email marketing software, which also called newsletter software, is a software which can help
sending large numbers of emails to different individuals at the same time. Sending emails is the
main feature of email marketing software. But with the development of the whole campaign,
newsletter software has much more features. It can handle the email sending, newsletter
subscription and target customers analyzing issues. Finding a good newsletter software is the first
step of your email campaign.

As we all know, email marketing is always considered as Internet spam these years. Why? The
reason is simple. People sent mass email to audiences without their permissions. That is a big
disadvantage of email marketing. So marketers turn to use opt-in email marketing. A newsletter
software is the best option for opt-in email marketing. The software allows marketers to add a
subscription option on the website. When people visit the website, they may subscribe the
newsletter. It is the most efficient way to get potential customers. A newsletter software can help
your to grow and manage the subscribers list.

From a newsletter software, you can clearly see how many emails are sent and how many are alive.
You can know the open rate and read rate of your emails. It is necessary to analyze the whole
campaign with these data. It can help to improve the next campaign and user experience. You can
get more and more audiences and customers if you keep improving your email marketing service.

Auto-response is a important feature of a good email marketing software. If audiences are
interested in your newsletter, they may send a reply to you. They would like to get fast response
from you. A newsletter software can do this job perfectly. Keeping contact with your audiences will
help to build a positive relationship.

Any good newsletter software recommend? iKode newsletter software is a good option for most
marketers. iKode Newsletter Software is a full featured web based email marketing software for
creating, maintaining and sending your mailing lists. Manage your email campaign using statistical
tracking, time sensitive autoresponders, custom subscription forms, personalized mailings,
advanced real time graphical reporting, and more.
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iKode a newsletter software, which is easy to use and enables you to manage your mailing lists
well. Moreover, you can get high in-box delivery rate. For more info. You can check the site:a
http://www.phpnewsletter.org/
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